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REPOSITORY PROFILE

Something in the Air: Institute of Outdoor Drama Archives
Interview with Michael C. Hardy, director of the Institute, and archivists Maurice York
and Dale Sauter of East Carolina University’s Manuscripts and Rare Books Department
by Jeni Dahmus, Performance! Co-Editor
most arts associations perform such as having
conferences, directories, job banks, member
forums, awards, and other programs geared
toward encouraging networking in the field.
How is the organization expanding
internationally?
Michael: In terms of its international expansion, the Institute has identified approximately
600 theaters around the world that produce
all or part of their work in outdoor settings.
We have instituted periodic communications
with them and, in the past year, have added
new members in Canada, the United Kingdom, Italy, Taiwan, and Australia. This expansion is just beginning, and we hope it will
continue and accelerate in the coming year.

Sydney Mitchell
as Eleanor Dare
and Brett Bolton as John
Borden in a
2011 production of The Lost
Colony

When was the Institute of Outdoor
Drama founded and what is its current
mission?
Michael: When the Institute was originally
founded in 1963, it was at the request of the
State of North Carolina, specifically Governor
Terry Sanford. A number of the North Carolina historic outdoor dramas were lobbying
for State support and since most of them
originated from the efforts of the University
of North Carolina’s drama department, the
Governor suggested that an Institute be
formed to provide them with ongoing technical support and management guidance.
Because the Institute was founded in a university setting, it naturally adopted a research
component and began to issue studies, surveys, and white papers on various subjects.
From the beginning it also embraced outdoor
dramas from around the United States and
actively proselytized for the creation of new
dramas by conducting feasibility studies,
encouraging the development of new plays,
and so on. That original mission continues
today but has expanded to include all kinds of
outdoor theater, including Shakespeare festivals, musical theater, and religious dramas. It
has also taken on the types of functions that
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Would each of you share a little about
your background, including any experience in the performing arts prior to
employment at the Institute?
Michael: I have a Ph.D. in theater from the
University of Michigan and have worked
actively in the field since 1971. I have taught at
several universities, served as CEO of three
performing arts centers [Roanoke Island
Historical Association, Arsht Center for the
Performing Arts, Kentucky Center for the
Arts], and been the general manager of the
longest running outdoor drama, The Lost
Colony.
Maury: I am not employed by the Institute but
have been an employee of the J. Y. Joyner
Library, East Carolina University, for nearly 28
years. My last day here is April 23. My area of
expertise is North Carolina history. When
Michael approached me about the Institute of
Outdoor Drama Archives, I realized that a
good bit of the material would relate to
North Carolina. The arts and cultural activities often are not well represented in archives, so I saw this collection as one that
would add breadth to the holdings of our East
Carolina Manuscript Collection.
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Dale: I am originally from Evansville, Indiana. I have had
a lifelong interest in history and libraries—specifically,
history of the American South, as well as manufacturing and advertising history. Processing of manuscript
collections is a rewarding part of my job here at
Joyner. Much knowledge of the history and culture of
many locations and peoples can be discovered through
working with the materials. The materials in the East
Carolina Manuscript Collection relate to this part of
North Carolina but also to many other regions in the
United States and the rest of the world.

the plan is for our department here at Joyner Library,
Manuscripts and Rare Books Department, to take
possession of it and service it to researchers. Currently, the materials are housed in a separate building and
are not associated with our department at all. If the
grant is successful, the plan would be to make the
Outdoor Drama Archives part of the East Carolina
Manuscript Collection (within the Manuscripts and
Rare Books Department at Joyner Library—we also
have rare book collections as well) which is the collection that Maury and myself are most affiliated with.

Maury, have you been the archivist for the
collection since it moved from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill to East Carolina
University in August 2010? Was there an Institute of Outdoor Drama archivist before you?

How was the transition from the University of
North Carolina to East Carolina University?

Michael: From the Institute’s point of view, the transition to East Carolina University was a very positive
experience, and we are housed in the College of Fine
Maury: No, the library had no association with the
Arts and Communications where we play an active
Institute until Michael approached us about the possi- role in the work of the college. I also teach in the
bility of placing it within the holdings of the East Caro- theater department.
lina Manuscript Collection, a component of the Manuscripts and Rare Books Department.
What have been some of the advantages of the
new location? When was the library founded,
Dale: Up until recently, Michael is the only one who
and does it house collections that complement
has had any affiliation with the Outdoor Drama Arthe Institute of Outdoor Drama Archives?
chives. This changed a few months ago when we
decided to attempt to get a grant for processing the
Maury: The library has some collections that complematerials. If we are successful in getting the grant, then ment the records of the Institute of Outdoor Drama,
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White Snake
(Amy Kim
Waschke) trembles at the hurtful words spoken
by the Crane
(Emily Sophia
Knapp), in the
Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s
2012 production
of The White
Snake

but this would largely be a new direction. The
library was founded in the early 20th century,
but the East Carolina Manuscript Collection
was not established until the mid-1960s.
Dale: The Manuscripts and Rare Books Department of Joyner Library is the largest
historical research facility east of Raleigh and
among the five largest in North Carolina. The
East Carolina Manuscript Collection was first
established by former head Don Lennon in
1966 as part of the university’s History Department. The collection officially became part
of Joyner Academic Library Services in 1976.
The concentrations of collecting include:
North Carolina, the tobacco industry, worldwide missionary activities, and the American
military (specifically, naval and maritime).
What are some of the East Carolina
Manuscript Collection's strengths?
Maury: Traditionally, we have collected in four
areas: North Carolina, military history, the
tobacco industry, and the work of Christian
missionaries worldwide. In recent years, with
the acquisition of the Stuart Wright Collection, we have added literature as an area of
emphasis.
Are there collections that you are particularly proud of having brought in or
processed?
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Maury: Yes, through my efforts a donor made
a planned gift of the papers of Dr. Robert Lee
Humber (1898-1970). Consisting of some 185
cubic feet of records, the collection documents Humber's efforts to establish the
North Carolina Museum of Art and the state's
community college system. It also documents
his efforts to promote the concept of world
federation following World War II. Also
included in the collection are the papers of his
parents and other family members.
Do East Carolina University Libraries
have collecting agreements with other
active organizations or is this something
new?
Maury: We do have agreements with several
organizations who add to their collections on
an ongoing basis. Among these are the U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary and the Episcopal
Diocese of East Carolina.
Dale: We are the official repository for the
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary. They are soon
celebrating their 75th anniversary as an institution.
Can you please describe the researchers
that visit the Archives and some of their
recent projects? How is the Archives
most commonly used?
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Michael: Over the past 40 years, 18 theses and dissertations have been written about different aspects of
outdoor dramas. The most recent of these was in
2007: Kristen Cooperkline's “Staging a Reality: The
Reaffirmation of Mainstream American Identity
through Three Native American Historical Outdoor
Dramas” (The College of Wooster, BA Honors Thesis). In some cases these researchers will come to the
archives in search of information about a specific
drama once they have called to ascertain that we have
the types of materials they are looking for. In other
instances, we answer specific questions or photocopy
and mail relevant material that they request. It is in an
effort to increase the accessibility to our collection
that we approached the East Carolina University
Libraries about the idea of their cataloging it and
taking it over.

sources that will help them to explain the significance
of the artifact.

Dale: This is, strictly speaking, for our Archives, The
East Carolina Manuscript Collection. We are open to
students, faculty, and the general public. Historically,
we have had quite a few genealogists work with our
collections. Also, a local historian, Roger Kammerer,
who offers professional genealogical research for
people, is a regular user. He has published numerous
books and articles on Pitt County and other local
history. We also have an ongoing project with several
classes in the History and English Departments at East
Carolina University. The Freshman English 1200
“Artifact” Project began in 2001 as a joint project
between the Department of English and the Verona
Joyner Langford North Carolina Collection (another
department within the Special Collections Division at
Joyner Library.) This effort began to develop a program to encourage undergraduates to use manuscript
materials. The assignment, given to second semester
freshman English composition students, asks
them to select an artifact
from one of the collections that focuses on an
aspect of North Carolina
history and then to place
it in its historical context. The artifacts used
by students vary widely
and reflect the diversity
of departmental holdings, including rare
books, manuscripts,
maps, newspapers,
periodicals, and broadsides both in print and
on microfilm. Once
selected, the students
then seek secondary

How extensively do you collect material from
member organizations? Do you mostly acquire
duplicate material or do you accept the entire
archive of a company?

What is the ratio between professional companies and community theater groups within the
Archives?
Michael: There isn’t a bright line on this. If
“professional” means Actors Equity Association
(union) companies, there are very few of those. The
majority of the dramas, however, pay their performers
and staff although the scale varies widely. Housing and
meals are also provided by some. In some cases, guest
artists from Equity are hired to play some of the
principal roles. The dramas that are mostly or all
volunteer comprise 20-25% of the companies represented in the archives.

Michael: The extent of the materials collected varies
from company to company. We try to avoid accepting
duplicate materials unless something comes in better
condition than the piece we have. In very few cases,
we have accepted the majority of the archive of a
given production when that production has closed
down.
During the first 25 years of the Institute, the director
solicited materials from the membership annually in
addition to the records of the Institute itself, its feasibility studies, and research, etc. The next director
served for 17 years during which time requests for

2011 production of
Tecumseh! in
Chillicothe,
Ohio, with
Carly Jones
as Rebecca
Galloway
and Michael
Arbuckle as
Tecumseh
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materials were more sporadic, but material
continued to come in as well as the ongoing
records of the Institute itself. Currently, we
are back to the practice of formal requests for
information on an annual basis. We typically
do not receive entire archives of an organization. But as our collection becomes better
known, we are getting more material. We
have just finished negotiating for the archives
of composer Frank Lewin who wrote the
music for seven outdoor dramas. Lewin’s
daughter contacted us to see if we wanted the
scores and show tapes, which would otherwise have gone to Princeton. That agreement
has been reached, and we are picking up the
materials this summer. As our project with
East Carolina University Libraries moves
forward, I think this sort of thing will increase.
In addition, as our membership grows internationally, theaters from around the world may
wish to participate.

The first blackand-white film
shot in North
Carolina: The Lost
Colony 16mm
silent film, 1921

Of the over 600 theater organizations
involved with the Institute, how many
are currently active? And of these,
which are documented the most extensively in the collections?

several boxes and shelves of recorded materials.
What are some of your favorite items in
the collection?
Michael: My personal favorite is the first blackand-white film ever shot in North Carolina, a
1921 enactment of The Lost Colony, shot on
location in Roanoke Island. Paul Green saw
this movie, and it contributed to his inspiration to write a drama. Beyond that, there are
letters from people like Andy Griffith and
John Houseman and a great variety of audio
and visual materials so we can see how these
productions actually looked and sounded.
After taking custody of over 50 years’
worth of material, how do you plan to
proceed with digitization and processing? How is the grant process going?

Maury: Digitization will not take place on any
significant level until after the records have
been processed. Planning for the grant is on
target, and we have developed several drafts
of the proposal. We will run a draft by the
National Historical Publications and Records
Michael: About 100 are currently active, and I Commission staff before submitting the final
would say 40-50 comprise 60-70% of what we grant in October.
have. The Lost Colony is one of the best known
and has just received a Tony Award for its
Can you describe your relationship with
contributions to American Theatre. Written
The Lost Colony, America's longest
by Pulitzer Prize winner Paul Green, it opened running outdoor drama, and the Paul
in 1937. Detailed information about it can be Green Foundation?
found at www.thelostcolony.org. Ramona,
which opened in California in 1923, is the
Michael: We have a close relationship with
oldest outdoor drama we are aware of in the The Lost Colony, in part because all three
United States. Of the Shakespeare festivals,
directors of the Institute were previously
the Oregon and Utah Shakespeare Festivals
producers or general managers of that show,
are the largest and best known. Other history so we know it well. All three of us also curplays that are particularly notable are Tecum- rently serve on the Board of Directors of the
seh! in Ohio, Texas Musical, and Unto These
Paul Green Foundation.
Hills in North Carolina. Our Web site has
links to all of these dramas and is sorted by
What material was used to reconstruct
states and genres.
the costumes for The Lost Colony after
the 2007 fire? Were you involved in the
What types of materials are housed in
research for the reconstruction?
the Archives? How extensive is the
collection of audio-visual materials?
Michael: The costume designer, William Ivey
Long, relied a great deal on the 16th-century
Michael: Correspondence, blueprints, market- sketches by Governor John White who was
ing materials, sound and video recordings,
the original leader of the Colony appointed by
stage and costume designs, photographs, legal Queen Elizabeth and an amateur artist whose
documents, financial records. There are
drawings are quite famous. White’s daughter
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was Eleanor Dare, the mother of Virginia Dare, the
first English child to be born in this country. William’s
source material for the English court costumes, of
course, were the work of such artists as Hans Holbein
and scores of others. The Institute of Outdoor Drama
was not involved in this research.
Do you have material for defunct productions
such as the Black
Hills Passion Play?
Michael: Yes, some
attendance records,
brochures, souvenir
programs, and that’s
about it.
What other noteworthy defunct
productions are
documented in the
collection? Which
ones are most
frequently requested by researchers?
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dium of the subjects of the annual reports written
from the early 1960s to 1990.
What has been one of the greatest challenges
you have faced during your time working at the
Institute?
Dale: Probably the
biggest challenge is to
get the English freshmen interested in
primary sources
(manuscript materials). To many of
them, this type of
material is foreign,
and they find it difficult to locate and
interpret the documents—for example,
deciphering handwritten letters. However,
once a student sees
the importance of
these primary sources
and actually becomes
interested in their
topic, it is very satisfying.

Michael: At least in
the past several years
which I’m aware of,
we don’t get requests
for information about
defunct dramas very
often. I’ve had two
calls from communities that used to have
dramas and have considered reviving them but not
from scholars. More often, we’ll get calls or visits
about dramas that are still running. These can be
interested members of the public or students or
alumni who used to work in those dramas. It’s important to note, however, that we have not actively
promoted the existence of the archive. As that changes, we would hope to see the inquiries increase.

Michael: When I came
in, the Institute had
been without a director for a year and a
half during the time it
moved from the
University of North
Carolina at Chapel
Hill to East Carolina University. So it was time to reassess our mission, firm up our current membership,
and plan for the next period of our work. The challenge was to re-energize the association, assert its
value, and begin the international expansion which
should increase its membership and the value of its
services while promoting the unique experience of
outdoor theater around the world.

How are you preparing for the Institute’s upcoming 50th anniversary?

What will happen to the collection if the processing grant is not received?

Michael: We will produce a 50th anniversary conference in October 2013, and we are compiling a short
history of the Institute to be published at that time.
We are still pulling together the source material for
this document about the history, including a compen-

Michael: We will continue to do our best without a
staff of trained archivists to continue to collect materials and keep them as well organized as possible. And
we will continue to search for funds to see that they
are professionally archived and preserved.

Color rendering
of a costume
design for a very
early (1937-1941)
production of The
Lost Colony by its
first costume
designer, Ora
Mae Davis
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